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Introduction 
Ocean actively changes heat with atmosphere at ocean 
印刷ce.The exchanged heat is transpo片岡 bygeneral 
O回anand atmosphenc circulali。nsat a global scale. 
Since the exchanging and transporting processes play 
impo曲 ntroles for global climate, itis quite important to 
esti向、atethe fluxes between at町、osphereand ocean in 
order to understand the mechanism of changes in global 
climate. 
Indonesia area陪 onlyas the wo刊d’onlylow latitude inter 
ocean conduit and these area e宵ectedclimate phenomena 
to global climate and Heat flux is contribute to the 
phenomena. Indonesia has Climate 3 patterns (Aldrian 
and Susan to, 2003) with quit different pattem. 
This study has used o偲 ansurfa偶 fluxda回setsfrom J-
OFURO 2 and rainfal from TRMM田 tellitedata during 8 
years from 1998 to 2006 by mainly using satellite data in 
Indonesia sea area Heat flux or thermal flux is the rate of 
heat energy transfer through a given surface. Net Heat 
flux由thesum LHF, SHF. SWR and LWR. Where LHF is 
latent heat flux. SHF is Sensible heat flux. SWR is sho同
radiation. and LWR is long wave radiation (A旬。rithm:
COARE 3.0). LWR, LHF, and SHF a陪 dependon Sea 
sυrfacete町、perature
Study on heat flux variability ,n Indonesia area回 nuse the 
statistical method or Empiri岨 10巾 ogonalFunction (EOF). 
The statisltcal analyses are us岡 崎determinepattern of 
heat flux, while the EOF analysis陪 doneto analysis 
focuses ondetecting and quantifying dominant問陶rnsin 
the data and their evolution in lime and space, as wel as 
howdげferentpatterns are related to each other. 
Heat Flux (NHF) with dimension W/m•2. While the rainfal 
(mm) data use is monthly TRMM 3843. Study was done in 
Indonesia area that has町、uchIsland and seas. Nine box in 
Indonesia and surrounding are selected to unde同旭川the
local phenomena of heat flux 
Data 
Date set name is J-OFURO version 2 with spatial 
resolution 1 0・x1.0。.Monthly heat flux for 8 years ( 1998 to 
2006) was employed in this study. J-OFURO data included 
Latent Heat Flux (LHF); Sen印刷Heat円山（SHF);and Net 
Figure 1. The Study area includes the research location 
box that used to understand the local phenomena or heat 
flux 
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g” ・．,. Figure 7. Show monthly 
variation。fNHF, SHF, 
LHF, and annual町田nthly
average of NHF from 1988 
to 2飢渇 To回ly,NHF is 
emit凶作um 0国anto 
A t町、 osphere
Furthermor e‘t he 
Indonesia Inland Sea 
(Jawa, Bali, Sula鴨 si)has
smaler heat nux variation 
compare to the open 
ocean. A加、。剖areashow 
LHF 1s covered from 
A相官spherelo 0田 an.In 
Pacific Ocean. SHF was 
emited from January to 
Marci、Annual 何回nthly
average of NHF showed 
al ar<岨 d Heat何uxis 
emitted fr，。m O曲 anto 
At,r抽sph軒・econtinuously 
Especialy Pac同c area 
show剖rongemission 
Figu憎 2.Monthly climatolog，伺Imean of heat flux 
deriv，剖 f悶m the J・OFUROda回 basedon 
monthly composites from January 1998 to 
December 2006. 
Figure 5 Monthly average heat flux patern in lpacific 
O曲 an.monthly pattem show，回 肋e op同 副e
condition with the Indian 0明 anand Indonesia Inland 
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一円弱re-6.一両函1av面記eot"IHFτhowl布石扇 町
同 uat町 a陣 5・Nto5'5,es向。alyaround S刷出 partof 
円羽lippine.Kalimantan and S叫aw・SII剖and.Middle of 
of 15・Nand 15・S鋭、owhigh value. In addition SHF 
al田 showedhigh value ,n coas祖larea
F,gure3 M。nthlyaverage heat flux pattern in Indian 
C比ean.LHF show high value in Jun, Jul. Aug, & Sep 
High rainfal occur when the LHF and NHF low, 
meanwhtle SHF ishigh value 
Summary 
The Relationship between Rainfall and Heat budget in seasonal change were studied 
from 1988 to 1996 around Indonesia sea. Heat flux was emitted around India Ocean, 
Indonesia area and Pac』ificOcean in annually (Dry season & ram田 ason).SHF and LHF 
show big change in Pacific Ocean, the maximum valve of heat flux show in Pacific area 
LHF is bigger than SHF relativity. Latent heat is a main factor to emit to heat from Ocean to 
Atmosphere in researched田aEach flux (Net flux, long wave, Sensible heat. latent heat) 
show upper emiss旧nbetween Ocean and Atmosphere over the o田an.This mean show 
ocean heat was transferred to atmosphere continuously. 
Yearly average of NHF in Pacific ocean, tndia ocean, Indonesia ocean are・989,52W/m2，ー
730.21Wlm2，・702,78W/m2,respectively. EOF analysis applied to heat flux (sensible 
heat, Latent heat, Net flux)for8 years from 1988 to 1996 (8 years). Mode-1: 16.2%, Mode-
2 8 7%, Mode-3: 8 3%, Mode-4: 7 1 %f，。rNet flux. As a results, variation of Heat flux are 
not dominated by such as big events (ENSO, India Ocean Di凹leand M。nsoonefects) 
around Indonesia o田 an(Pacific, Indonesia, and Indian). Heat nux pattern is mainly two 
pattems (India-Indonesia and Pacific) 
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